A method is presentedfor the solutionin momentumspaceof the bound-sumproblem with a linear po_ntial in • space. The potential is unbou_led at Ixrge r leading w a singularity at small q. The singularity is integTable, when regulated by exponentially screening the r-space pouential, and is removed by a subtraction technique. The hmit of z_ro screening is taken analytically, and the numerical soluticm of the subu-_:ted intcg_ _uation gives eigenvzlues and wave functions in good agreement with position space calculauons.
Lattice gauge calculations ( l ) for static (heavy) quarks support the notionthat the interquark potential in quantum chtomodynarnics(QCD) behavesas V (r)-_ forlarger.Indeed, the linearpotential has long been use, d in phenomenological nontelativ/stic quark models of baryons and mesons (2, 3) . Meson spectroscopy inparticular issuccessfully describedby a linear potential at l_ge r, modified by spin-and colourdependent Coulomb forces_ smafl r. Most calcula_onswith thelinear potential arecarried out in coordmau:space.This is thesimplest procedureforheavy-quarksystems, which canperhaps be considered as nontelativistic; however forlight-quark systems itwould be desirable to have a reladvisuc ne.atment. Bound-stateequations m relativistic systems(4)aregenerally much easiertosolvem momentum space,and thuswe areled to consider,as a star_g point for the relativistic case, the Sctu'bdinger equation for two scalar particles interacting by a //nearpotential. The methods developed willgeneralize relatively s_'zightforwardly to relativistic neau'nents.
To summarize: here, we neat the $ch._dinger equavion for a linear r-space potential. The method is for the most p_ su'xigh_orward, the only difficulty arising from xhe singularity of the kernel at the odgm of momentum space. Previous _.atments (5) have usually been approximate m the sense that the singularity was handled by screeningther-spaoe pontentiad:
[I] V(r) -_.e -_" What has perhaps not been generaJly appreciated is that the I/mit _q--* 0 can be taken analytically.
Previous a'e_tments keep the parametea "q finite, leadingto some uncertainty as to the natureofthecalculated eigenvalues and wave functions. Inthis connection, recall thaxthescreenedlinear po_ntialdoes not, strictly speaking, possessu'uebound states, instead it has scatfeting resommces, which forlow energy approximatethebound states of theunscreenedpotential. We willextract thelimitof zeroscreeninganalytically, usinga subtraction technique. The resulting subtracted integral equation is relatively easy to hamdle numerically. An _dternative procedure,not employing an) subtraction, and leadingtoa different integrodifferential equa. tionispresente.d in ref. 6 . Our approach iseasy to implemen_ and generalizes withoutdifficulty tohigherpapal waves. Th( Schr_I/ngerequation for the hh partial wave is (with th( h'thomogeneous term already omitted, as it will not conmbuu to the bound states in the limit of zero screening) [2] 2P_dpt(p) + f V/p.p')*_(p')p'Z@ ' = Ed_/p) Here g = m,m._/(m, + m_) is thereducedmass and Vt, give by [3] V/p,p') ="
The variable y is given by:
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19920020764 2020-01-31T10:13:39+00:00Z NORBUIIY El"AL Q',(y) and _(y) are the first and second derivatives (with respect to y) of the Legendre function of the second kind. To illustrate themethodwe specialize tos-waves, wherewe find by contour integn:ion <,, s,,,<,,.>,..<,,-". Sd,
Note _ when sl = O, QofY) and _(y) have double and quadruple poles, respectively, at p' = p, so thai their intelri/s do not exist sepintely. Nevertheless, the two inns added together produce afunction withan integrable singularity. This isilluslnu_ inFig.I,whichshowsthekernel asa function of p' forfixed p. One observes thai there isa central maximum it p' =, p with height scaling u l/_li, flanked by two minima alp' -p __ 2TI whose heights also scale with l/-q'. The integral vanishes [6] and this allows us to rewrite the Scht6dinger equltion in sublti:ted form ,r LCpp )2 (pp,pj
The Limit+l"+ 0 now exisls, and may be extracted by splitting the region of integration to isolate the singularity. We write ... The contribution of thesecond term inB I clearly vanishessinceitisnotsingular atp' = p, theanalysis of B2 issimilar, and we concludethatB tendstozero.Thereforethelimiting form of theequationis
We now discuss the numerical solution of [12], which is not yet a completely trivial matter, since care must be taken to obtain the Cauchy principal value. In this respect there is a difference between the linear potential and the Coulomb potential, the latter giving rise to a logarithmic singularity. For the Coulomb potential, the method used in the literature (7) is to write the Coulomb analog of [12] directly, for example, using Gaussian quadrature, as a roan'ix equation. Since the singularity is only logarithmic thismethod issuccessful fortheCoulomb potential. Here, such an approach isnot feasible. Instead, we expand 4)0in a suitabl setof basisfunctions
Inserting this expansion in [12] , multiplying by p2g,,(p) and integrating over p, we obtain _" ip : -p_)2j g.,(P)_.(P ) -g,,(P)] dp' dp = E _,,, C. P_g.(P)g.(P) dp
The double integral over p and p' is performed by changing to variables (p' + p) and (p' -p). The singularity is in the integral over (p' -p), so this is carried out f'trstusing Gaussian quadrature with an even number of points. This type of integration yields theCauchy principal valueautomatically (8). A convenientsetof functions g(p) is
where N is the maximum number of functions usedinexpansion [ 13]. Figure 2 is a 3D plot of the kernel of [ 14] , showing clearly the cancellation that leads to the principal value. Using the above method, we have calculated both eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In Table 1 the fu'st 12 eigenvalues ate listed. We used m t -m2 -i .5GeV andthestring tension k -5 GeV 2.One can see that the lower eigenvalues converge nicely as the number of functions is increased. We compare these with the eigenvaluesobtainedfroma coordinate space calculation (integrating the equation out from • = 0 and in from large r, and matching _integrand P P F1o.2.A three.dimensional figure ofthesubcac',ed, regulated inte Ipnmd;_q-0.075.The cancellation that ixoduces the_hy pfmcipk value is evident.
the logarithmic derivatives at the classical turning point), in Table 1 . The calculated eigenfunctions also agree with the coordinate-space calculation.
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In conclusion, we have treated theproblem of two nonrelativistic, scalarparticles interacting via a linearpotential in momentum space.The relevant Schr6dinger equationhasa singular kernel. We have shown how after regulating the singulaxity by exponentially screeningthe r-spacepotential, the severity of the singularity can be reduced by a suitable subtraction, and thelimit of zeroscreening extracted analytically, To thebestof our knowledge, thispointhas notbeen generally understood in the literature. The limiting form of the equation has been treated numerically, and the resalts are in good agreement with more s_'aightforward coordinate space calculations. Relativistic equations involving linear potentials involve similar singularities, so that the methods developed here will be applicable.
We intend to study the relativistic quark-antiquark problem in the future. The method presented here can be generalized to higher partial waves without undue difficulty.
beam fragmenting in aluminum, tin, and lead targets. These estimates are compared with recent semi-inclusive measurements. Significant differences between some calculated and measured semi-inclusive cross sections exist which cannot be resolved without measurements of the exclusive channel hadronic cross sections. Calculations for each exclusive reaction channel contributing to the semi-inclusive cross sections are presented and discussed. 
In Eqs. (2) and (3), b is the impact parameter, e is the two-nucleon kinetic energy in their center-of-mass frame, z0 is the target center-of-mass position in the projectile rest frame, _r denotes the target-nucleus internal coordinates, and y is the projectile-nucleon-target-nucleon rela- where m -n+z,
ZpF mZ --z,
ApF'Hp -m, (7) and (_') denotes the usual binomial coefficient expression from probability theory. To complete the abrasion portion of the calculation, prefragment excitation energies Ec_, must be estimated.
We use
Eexc "E, + _'FSl, (8) where the surface energy term (E,) is calculated using the usual clean-cut abrasion formalism. where Pm is the BCV probability that an abraded nucleon escapes without undergoing any frictional-spectator interactions. Therefore, the final hadronic cross section for production of the type i isotope is given by cr.,,c(Zi,Ai)--T.
_ a,7(p)crabr(Zj,A.i,p) ,
where the summation overj accounts forthecontributions to i from different prefragmcnt speciesj,and the summationoverp accounts forthe effects of the different excitationenergies resulting from FSI's. Estimated exclusivecross sectionsobtained using the fragmentationmodel describedherein are separatelylisted inTable I foreach target.To compare our predictions with the semi-inclusive hadronic cross-section measurements ( Fig.4 sections. From a binding energy point of view, this may result from the fact that the IIC-ttB binding-energy difference is smaller than that for ZTsi-E7Al. A way to incorporate proton-neutron binding-energy differences into the present model may be to use different nuclear distributions for the proton and neutron densities.
Such efforts are considered in Refs. 19 and 20. Recent work 2u22 has shown how the binding energy is directly influenced by the nuclear density. In principle, then, one could model the proton-neutron densities of 2aSi to fit the observed binding-energy differences. However, this particular method is beyond the scope of the present treatment.
Instead, possible changes to the calculated cross sections, resuiting from neutron-proton density differences, were modeled by reducing the half-density radius of the ZSSi neutron distribution by 0.5 fro. The calculated neutron cross sections were reduced, as anticipated, but by only a few millibarns (less than I0 mb for all targets). These reductions were not large enough to account for the re- 
